Stress-related topology optimization of continuum structures involving multi-phase materials
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Considering stress constraints in structural topology optimization is very important from both theoretical and application perspectives. Although remarkable achievements have been made for stress-related topology optimization problems, it is worth noting that most of the studies mentioned above are devoted to the problems with single-phase homogenous materials. In modern engineering applications, however, the consideration of structures made in multi-phase materials is unavoidable and has become increasingly concerned. From theoretical point of view, designing structures composed of multi-phase materials can also be formulated as a topology optimization problem, where optimal multi-phase material distribution is sought for. Compared to black-and-white topology optimization where only single-phase material is considered, however, topology optimization involving multi-phase materials is more difficult to deal with since the typical challenges in topology optimization, such as topology description parameterization, boundary blurring control and accurate stress computation, are more severe in the latter case. Furthermore, it is very difficult or even impossible to guess the optimal topology of multi-phase materials based on engineering intuitions. In the present paper, stress-constrained topology optimization of continuum structures involving multi-phase heterogeneous materials is investigated. A level-set based variational consistent solution framework is developed. Numerical examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Furthermore, we have also shown that how to perform shape sensitivity analysis from pure Eulerian description point of view and the usefulness of this approach for dealing with the optimization problems involving multi-phase materials.
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Fig. 1 Optimal design of the L-shape beam problem and the corresponding stress distribution under formulation Eq. (3.2) with $E^1 = 20$, $E^2 = 10$ (Young’s moduli) and $\bar{\sigma}^1 = \bar{\sigma}^2 = 100$ (allowable stresses) respectively.